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An approach for dynamic object association and identification is proposed for heterogeneous sensor network consisting of
visual and identification sensors. Visual sensors track objects by a 2D localization, and identification sensors (i.e., RFID system,
fingerprint, or iris recognition system) are incorporated into the system for object identification. This paper illustrates the
feasibility and eﬀectiveness of information association between the position of objects estimated by visual sensors and their
simultaneous registration of multiple objects. The proposed approach utilizes the object dynamics of entering and leaving the
coverage of identification sensors, where the location information of identification sensors and objects is available. We investigate
necessary association conditions using set operations where the sets are defined by the dynamics of the objects. The coverage of
identification sensor is approximately modeled by the maximum sensing coverage for a simple association strategy. The eﬀect
of the discrepancy between the actual and the approximated coverage is addressed in terms of the association performance. We
also present a coverage adjustment scheme using the object dynamics for the association stability. Finally, the proposed method
is evaluated with a realistic scenario. The simulation results demonstrate the stability of the proposed method against nonideal
phenomena such as false detection, false tracking, and inaccurate coverage model.
1. Introduction
Recently, heterogeneous sensor network has received much
attention in the field of multiple objects tracking to exploit
advantages of using diﬀerent modalities [1, 2]. Visual sensor
is one of the most popular sensors due to its reliability and
ease of analysis [3–5]. However, the visual sensor-based
tracking system is limited only to recording the trajectory
of objects because visual sensors have several limitations for
object identification [6–9]. One of the main diﬃculties for
the visual sensor-based object tracking is that distinguishable
characteristics of the objects are nontrivial to be constructed
for all the detected targets due to the objects’ similarity in
color, size, and shape. Moreover, accurate feature extraction
is not always guaranteed. Therefore, identifying an object
with features is a challenging problem. Also, several iden-
tification sensors, such as RFID (Radio Frequency Iden-
tification) system, fingerprint, or iris recognition system,
have been utilized for object identification. However, the
functionality of these sensors is limited only to the object
identification and they are diﬃcult to be used for the object
tracking [10–12]. They can only alarm human operators for
events triggered by identification sensors but cannot make
intelligent decisions for them. For example, they cannot
monitor the movement pattern of authorized people in
special areas. Therefore, an identification sensor can only
complement the visual sensor-based tracking system for the
intelligent surveillance system.
There have been some related works regarding the issue
of surveillance using heterogeneous types of sensors. The
specific issues considered are various such as heterogeneous
data association and eﬃcient network architecture. Schulz et
al. [13] proposed the method to track and identify multiple
objects by using ID-sensors such as infrared badges and
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anonymous sensors such as laser range-finders. Although
the system successfully associates the anonymous sensor
data with ID-sensor data, the transition of the two phases
is simply done by the heuristic of the average number of
diﬀerent assignments in Markov chains. Moreover, it does
not provide a recovery method against losing the correct
ID and the number of hypotheses grows extremely fast
whenever several people are close to each other. Shin et
al. [14] proposed the network architecture for a large-scale
surveillance system that supports heterogeneous sensors
such as video and RFID sensors. Although the event-driven
control eﬀectively minimizes the system load, the paper
does not deal with the association problem of heterogeneous
data but only the mitigation of the data overload. Cho
et al. [15, 16] proposed the heterogeneous sensor node
with an acoustic and RFID sensor where the coverage of
an acoustic sensor is identical to the coverage of an RFID
sensor. The association of the estimated position and the
identification of an object is achieved by using a simple
association rule that one and only one identification is
registered within the coverage of the sensor node while
its corresponding position is estimated within the coverage
of the sensor node. The performance of these approaches,
however, can be significantly degraded by the coverage
uncertainty of the acoustic and RFID sensors. The coverage
uncertainty is caused by the characteristics of acoustic and
RFID signal. The system cannot accurately calibrate the
time-varying coverage of those sensors. Moreover, multiple
objects near the boundary of the sensor coverage may
obscure the object identification by identification sensors
and the object localization by acoustic sensors. Therefore, an
eﬀective association algorithm is needed which can manage
the inconsistent registrations of identifications.
In this paper, we present an approach for dynamic
object identification in heterogeneous sensor networks where
two functionally diﬀerent sensors are incorporated. Visual
sensors associate objects and track them using the geometric
relationship of multiple cameras [17, 18]. The visual sensor-
based tracking system is assisted by identification sensors in
identifying the estimated positions of objects. The coverage
of identification sensors is assumed by its maximum sensing
coverage and the association system applies the simple asso-
ciation strategy for the estimated position from the visual
sensor and the identification from the identification sensor.
The important issue in heterogeneous sensor networks is
to provide the association system with a common reference
information fusing heterogeneous data. The visual sensors-
based tracking system utilizes the known coverage of the
identification sensors to associate the heterogeneous data.
The locations of identification sensors are known and they
are jointly used with the locations of objects to check
the object dynamics of entering and leaving the sensor
coverage. The sets of estimated positions and identifications
are defined for the coverage of each identification sensor.
The association of them is established by checking the
temporal change of the sets. In order to solve the association
problem with the coverage uncertainty issue, a group and
incomplete group associations are introduced. The group
and incomplete group associations enable the association
system to maintain identification candidates for the cor-
responding estimated positions until a single association
is established. Also, a group association can stabilize the
association performance against the inconsistent registration
of identifications by an identification sensor. Additional
association cases are investigated to increase the association
performance by checking the object dynamics. We also
identify more association problems with the discrepancy
between the actual coverage by the identification sensor and
the approximated coverage by the visual sensor and present
a coverage adjustment scheme using the object dynamics.
Finally, the proposed association method is evaluated with
a realistic scenario and is analyzed to show the stability of
the proposed method according to degree of the discrepancy
between approximated and actual identification sensor cov-
erage, variance of actual identification sensor coverage, and
tracking performance.
The remainder of this paper has 4 sections. In Section 2,
we present the overview of an application model and prob-
lem descriptions. Section 3 explains an association method
for multiple objects by a group association and incomplete
group association with the consideration of the coverage
uncertainty problems. In Section 4, the proposed method is
evaluated with a realistic application scenario and is analyzed
with nonideal problems such as the discrepancy between
approximated and actual identification sensor coverage and
variance of actual identification sensor coverage. Finally, the
paper is summarized in Section 5.
2. Application Model and Problem Description
2.1. Application Model. Heterogeneous sensor network in
Figure 1 consists of two types of sensors: one is a visual
sensor and the other is an identification sensor (e.g., check-
in at the airport is equivalent to the identification by an
identification sensor). While it is assumed that identification
sensors operate correctly, they can be classified into two types
in terms of the coverage issue in the proposed approach:
one is an RFID-type ID sensor and the other is a non-
RFID-type ID sensor. When non-RFID-type ID sensors are
used for object identification, the eﬀect of the coverage
uncertainty is minimized since they usually identify a single
object at one time. However, they usually require the long
processing time to extract and analyze the features of a
target. On the other hand, while RFID-type ID sensors have
the benefit of the short processing time to identify objects,
they suﬀer from the eﬀect of the coverage uncertainty (i.e.,
multiple objects can be registered simultaneously in the
uncertain coverage of RFID-type ID sensors). Objects emit
the radio signal to the RFID-type sensors, and the eﬀect
of the coverage uncertainty is maximized with the RFID-
type sensors. With respect to practical issues, object collision
and tracking failure are common problems with both RFID-
type and non-RFID-type sensors and coverage uncertainty is
only for the RFID-type-sensor problem. The main problem
is how to achieve data association of position information
by a visual sensor with identification information by an
identification sensor under these issues. In an ideal situation,
it can only be a simple engineering task that one registered ID






Figure 1: Example of an application model with heterogeneous sensors of visual sensors and identification sensors.
is associated with one estimated position within the coverage
of an identification sensor. However, ID assignment becomes
a nontrivial problem when objects are densely populated in
the surveillance region; therefore, the simple ID assignment
cannot be achieved due to frequent collisions between objects
or simultaneously entering objects. A collision between
the objects can lead to a failure in tracking objects since
they are too close to be diﬀerentiated for position and ID
assignments.
The proposed approach can be applied to not only
public areas (e.g., schools, hospitals, and shopping malls) but
also highly secured areas (e.g., airports, military facilities,
and government organizations). As an example of possible
scenarios, serious oﬀenders with attached ID tags can be
tracked with the proposed method in order to ensure the
safety at public places in cities. Also, the surveillance system
with the proposed approach can keep tracking passengers
in an airplane check-in or military personnel in a special
area. It assumes that each object has its own identification
such as an RFID tag, fingerprint, and iris. Identification
sensors are usually installed at the gates of restricted areas,
and a visual sensor tracks objects. For the airport application,
the check-in counter can play the role of the ID-sensor.
Whenever an object goes across the gates, the registered ID
by an identification sensor is associated with the position
estimated by a visual sensor. The system continuously
watches the surveillance region by checking authorized IDs
in the restricted areas.
Figure 2 shows the architecture of the association system
that we consider in this paper. Visual sensors continuously
detect and track objects by various techniques [19–21].
In order to find the corresponding targets of objects
among multiple cameras, locally initiating homographic line
method is used [17]. Objects are localized by a simple 2D
localization algorithm in [18]. On the other hand, identifi-
cation sensors register identifications of objects within their
own coverage. The association of an object at time t is defined
as
O(t) : x(t) ←→ ID, (1)
where x(t) is the estimated 2D position from the visual sensor
and ID is the identification obtained from the identification
sensor.



















Figure 2: Illustration of the overall architecture of the proposed
heterogeneous sensor system using visual sensor and identification
sensor.
O(t) : x(t) ←→ ID
The location of
identification sensor : xIS
RIS
Figure 3: Example of an association and identification with an ideal
sensor coverage.
Figure 3 shows an association approach of two diﬀerent
types of signals to identify the estimated position of an
object. Let {x1(t), x2(t), . . . , xM(t)} denote the set of objects’ posi-
tions inside the coverage of the identification sensor at time
t, where the actual coverage radius of identification sensor
is RIS in the ideal case. Since the association system knows
the locations of identification sensors and the estimated
positions of objects, it can check whether an object is within
the coverage of the identification sensor by using the distance
between them. Define the set of objects’ positions within the
coverage of the identification sensor but not associated with












where xIS denotes the location of the identification sensor
and dist(xm(t), xIS) is the distance between x
m
(t) and xIS. 1{xm(t)↔ID}
is the indicator function, where 1{xm(t)↔ID} = 0 means that
the estimated position xm(t) does not have an associated
identification. Note that Rapprox is the maximum radius of
an identification sensor where there are M′ positions of
objects while there are M objects. As the actual coverage of
an identification sensor can vary and a visual sensor tracks
the objects for the radius of Rapprox, M can be diﬀerent from
M′. Similarly, SID(t) is defined as the set of identifications not
being associated but registered by the identification sensor.











where N (S) represents the number of elements in the set
S [15, 16]. In other words, for an identification sensor
at a time instance, if there is one unassociated ID (from
identification sensor) and one unassociated object position
(from visual sensor), the association can simply be made.
However, in practical applications, the condition in (3) may
not be satisfied.
2.2. Problem Description. The association problems can be
nontrivial, especially when RFID-type identification sensors
are used. For those types of sensors, as they are based on
the reception of the radio frequency signal, which can be
easily distorted by the environment, the coverage of the
sensor can become time-varying without being known to the
visual sensor. Then, the actual coverage of an identification
sensor can be diﬀerent from the approximated coverage by a
visual sensor and the condition in (3) may not be satisfied—
there are more than one unassociated objects’ positions but
fewer number of unassociated ID’s, or vice versa. Even if
the coverage of the identification sensor is not time-varying,
there can still be the coverage uncertainty problem, when
objects are densely populated near the boundary of the
coverage. In order to adapt to the time-varying coverage of
the identification sensor, the maximum sensing coverage of
the identification sensor can be assumed by the visual sensor.
Violation of the condition in (3) can happen due to the
coverage discrepancy between the sampling intervals of two
sensors. For example, an ID registered during one sampling
interval of the visual sensor can be associated with multiple
estimated positions within the coverage of an identification
sensor. An ideal situation for an association is that one and
only one ID is registered during one sampling interval of the
visual sensor and one position is newly added and estimated
at each sampling time within the coverage of an identification
sensor. However, the registration of identifications within
the approximated coverage of the visual sensor is not always
guaranteed due to the coverage uncertainty. Identifications
may not be registered sequentially as multiple objects enter
the approximated coverage of the visual sensor. Also, the reg-
istration times of identifications may not coincide with the
estimation time of the corresponding positions. Then, it is
diﬃcult to associate identifications with estimated positions
by using only the simple association condition in (3).
The association problems become more diﬃcult when
objects with and without identifications coexist. Especially,
when there is the coverage uncertainty issue, the association
system cannot clearly determine whether an object has an
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ID or not. The deterministic association approach by one-
to-one assignment may falsely associate identifications with
unassociated estimated positions. Moreover, the association
system may switch ID’s while tracking multiple objects when
objects collide with each other. Therefore, the association
system requires an eﬀective association algorithm that can
recover association failures by managing the coverage uncer-
tainty.
3. Association and Identification with
Coverage Uncertainty
3.1. Multiple Objects Association
3.1.1. Association without Coverage Uncertainty. Even when
the coverages of the identification sensor and the visual
sensor are identical, the association failure, the violation of
the condition in (3), can happen mainly due to the two
reasons—the simultaneous entrance and the collision. When
multiple objects simultaneously enter the coverage of the
identification sensor, the condition in (3) is not satisfied,
since multiple objects are registered during a single sampling
time of the visual sensor and N (Sx(t)) = N (SID(t)) > 1.
As investigated in [15], increasing the sampling time of
the visual sensor can alleviate the problem, but it cannot
be the fundamental solution to the simultaneous entrance
problem. A collision between the objects can lead to a
failure in tracking objects since they are too close to be
diﬀerentiated for position and ID assignments. Although the
visual sensor can trackmultiple objects after the collision, the
associations between the objects and the ID’s are no longer
valid. If the dynamic transition model of objects is known,
an identification assignment can be estimated through the
tracking. However, the accurate model is not always known
to the association system. The existing method shown in [13,
15] waits for a new association until the association-failure
objects enter the coverage of a new identification sensor.
Although this method can provide an association recovery,
all the established associations are lost by the collision.
In order to eﬃciently deal with the association failures,
a group association can be used. It can be initiated by the
simultaneous entrance or the collision. Consider the set of
association groups and each group G is defined by
G
x,p





(t) are the set of positions and the set
of identifications, respectively, for group association index
p at time t, and P is the number of group associations
for an identification sensor. A group association within the



















⎠ > 1. (5)
In other words, for an identification sensor at a time instance,
if there are more than one unassociated ID’s (from the
identification sensor) and the same number of unassociated
object positions (from the visual sensor), then a group
association can be made.
Once multiple objects are associated as a group with the
same number of identifications, they are considered to have
associated identifications, but still included in the set Sx(t) and
SID(t). Suppose that x
1 and x2 are associated with ID1 and ID2
as a group by the simultaneous entrance or a collision. If
a newly estimated position, x3, is not associated with any
identification, a diﬀerent identification from ID1 and ID2,
say ID3, is registered in the sensor coverage, then a newly




















⎠ = 1, (6)
which is the condition of association, modified from the
condition in (3). Although the condition in (6) establishes
a single association for a newly added object, such a single
association cannot be established for an object in a group
association by the condition in (6).
When there are multiple objects inside the coverage, the
association system can utilize the object dynamics of entering
or leaving the coverage to establish a single association for an
object in a group association. The association condition for












and for a leaving object at the coverage of an identification
sensor, the condition is
N
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These conditions in (7) and (8) can be extended to
associate multiple objects in group associations with their
own identifications. If the estimated position xm(t) is in a
group association, this can be diﬀerentiated from the added
positions which are not in a group association. Suppose that




set of identifications corresponding to Gx(xm(t)). Then, the
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respectively. A group association is divided into single asso-
ciation(s) or other group associations by these conditions.
3.1.2. Eﬀects of Coverage Uncertainty. The entering or leaving
condition in the group association can only be satisfied when
the coverages of the identification sensor and the visual
sensor are identical. The discrepancy between the actual
coverage by the identification sensor and the approximated
coverage by the visual sensor may generate cases where the
conditions are not satisfied. The registered identifications
of objects within the actual coverage may not be consistent
with the estimated positions of them. For example, suppose
that x1 and x2 are associated with ID1 and ID2 as a group.
x1 enters or leaves the coverage before x2 does. In order
to establish a single association for x1 to ID1 or for x2
to ID2, ID1 and ID2 need to be registered or deregistered
sequentially in the order that they enter or leave the coverage.
However, regardless of the entering or leaving order by the
visual sensor, ID1 and ID2 can be occasionally registered or
deregistered at the same time due to the coverage uncertainty.
In this case, the entering or leaving conditions in the group
association are not satisfied for a single association. Another
association problem to be considered is due to the inconsis-
tent registration of identifications within the approximated
coverage by the visual sensor. Since all identifications are not
always registered in the coverage of the identification sensor
due to the coverage uncertainty, SID(t) or S
ID
(t−1) may not be
consistent in the entering or leaving conditions in the group
association. It indicates that the association system may
not always correctly determine whether an object enters or
leaves the coverage of identification sensors. The incomplete
group association is introduced to eﬀectively utilize the
inconsistent registrations of identifications. An incomplete




















where each object is registered as an element of the
incomplete group association with possible identification
candidates.
Suppose that identification ID1 is not registered but ID2
is registered while both x1 and x2 are estimated within the
coverage. Then, x1 and x2 are registered as elements of an
incomplete group association. At every time instance when
the condition in (11) is satisfied, new possible identifications
are added to the candidates. However, due to the coverage
uncertainty, it is not guaranteed that an object in an
incomplete group association has its identification in its
candidates. Also, objects without identifications may have
irrelevant identifications in their candidates. Elements in an
incomplete group are removed when they are associated with
other estimated positions by a single or group association.
While an associable identification in a group association
is limited to the identification candidates of an object, the
estimated position of an object in an incomplete group
association can be associated with an identification beside
its candidates. Therefore, an object in an incomplete group














where G′x(xm(t)) is the set of positions in relation to incom-
plete group association with xm(t) and G
′ID(xm(t)) is the set of
the candidate identifications corresponding to G′x(xm(t)).
3.2. Group Association by Temporal Set Maintenance. The
group maintenance algorithm discussed before is based on
the set of estimated positions and the set of identifications
at each sampling time. However, the registration uncertainty
of identifications may delay establishment of a group associ-
ation. For example, the column of “Without Temporal Set
Maintenance” in the table of Figure 4 shows the variation
of sets of the estimated positions and identifications at each
sampling time. Since ID1 and ID2 are registered at diﬀerent
sampling times, they are associated as an incomplete group
association. The problem of an incomplete group association
is to generate another incomplete group association until
they are associated as a single or group association. For
example, ID3 is registered in the coverage at t4, but the
association system cannot clearly recognize it as a newly
added ID due to its unassociated identifications. They
all become an incomplete group association again by the
condition in (11).
In order to increase the establishment of a group associa-
tion, the association system can keep temporally registered
identifications at diﬀerent sampling time, until objects
do stay within the coverage. S˜ID(t)denotes the temporally





S˜ID(t−1) ∪ SID(t) for Sx(t−1) ⊆ Sx(t),
SID(t), otherwise.
(13)
If an object leaves the coverage, S˜ID(t) should not keep the
previously registered identifications because the association
system does not know which object leaves the coverage.
By using the temporally maintained identification set, the



















⎠ > 1. (14)
The column of “With Temporal Set Maintenance” in the
table of Figure 4 shows how the sets of estimated positions
and identifications vary using the temporal set maintenance.
{x1, x2} are associated with {ID1, ID2} as a group at t3. Since
x3 is associated with ID3 at the next sampling time, x3 and
ID3 are removed in SID(t) and S˜
ID
(t).
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The variation of sets of the estimated positions and identifications


































































Single association w/o temporal set maintenance
Single association w. temporal set maintenance
(a) Average single association rate
Group association w/o temporal set maintenance




























(b) Average group association rate
Figure 5: Comparison between the association performance with and without temporal set maintenance.
Figure 5 shows the performance comparison between
association algorithms with and without the temporal set
maintenance. Ten objects dynamically move around the
surveillance region where four identification sensors are
installed. At every time interval of identification sensor, each
object is registered with probability of 0.5. It is assumed
that the system fails in tracking when objects are adjacent
within 0.3m. The association simulation is repeated 100
times and the results are averaged in order to reflect the
eﬀect of the coverage uncertainty. The blue line indicates













Figure 6: Illustration of coverage reduction when objects enter the












Figure 7: Illustration of coverage enlargement when objects enter
the coverage of an identification sensor.
the simulation result with the temporal set maintenance.
When the identification set is temporally maintained by the
condition in (13), temporally unregistered identifications
are still maintained in the set of S˜ID(t). Then, it increases the
possibility of establishing a group association increases rather
than an incomplete group association. Since the objects in a
group association are distinguished from other objects, the
chance of establishing a single association also increases. As a
result, the association rate increases faster with the temporal
set maintenance than without the temporal set maintenance.
3.3. Association Stability in Mismatched Model. Association
performance is also influenced by the discrepancy between












Figure 8: Illustration of coverage reduction when objects leave the












Figure 9: Illustration of coverage enlargement when objects leave
the coverage of an identification sensor.
the approximated coverage is greater than the actual cover-
age, positions of objects with nonregistered identifications
can be estimated within the approximated coverage. Then,
a group or incomplete group association increases by the
condition in (5) or (11). This can frequently occur when
objects move around the boundary of coverage of an
identification sensor. Moreover, the eﬀect of the smaller
approximated coverage than the actual coverage is similar to
the eﬀect of the larger approximated coverage than actual
coverage. Since the number of registered identifications is
diﬀerent from the number of estimated positions within the
approximated coverage, this may increase group or incom-
plete group associations. However, the estimated positions of
objects are eventually identified when single associations are
established. While the inaccurate coverage model may delay
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(a) Simulation setup showing identification sensors and
objects trajectories





























(b) Objects locations in terms of tagging regions











































Figure 11: Simulation result of coverage adjustment and association status for Figure 10.
the establishment of single associations, the number of single
associations eventually increases by the object dynamics.
The irregular sensor coverage causes a false association
with a noncorresponding identification when objects move
around the boundary of the modeled coverage. For example,
x1 is not estimated but x2 is estimated inside the coverage
of the visual sensor. Also, on the other hand, only ID1
is registered inside the coverage. Then, x2 can be falsely
associated with ID1 by the condition in (3). Since a single
association is established, the association system cannot
confirm the false association immediately. However, the
association system can cope with false associations using
two approaches. One is a passive approach that uses the
property of a group association. If objects in relation with
a false association collide inside or outside the coverage, a
false association naturally becomes a group or incomplete
group association. The other approach is to confirm the
association by checking whether duplicated identifications
exist in the association system. If the false association
is confirmed, the falsely associated position changes to
an unassociated position. Therefore, false associations are
eventually resolved by a group association or checking the
identification with duplicate registrations at the coverage of
diﬀerent identification sensors.
3.4. Coverage Adjustment Scheme. At the initial state, the
approximated radius of an identification sensor is set as a
physical variable in the system. Since the radius is used to
determine whether objects enter or leave the coverage of
an identification sensor, it needs to be accurately estimated
























Figure 13: Illustration of the eﬀect of modeled region accuracy in
association condition.
for the improved association performance. However, the
association performance is also aﬀected by the simultaneous
entrance and the collision. These phenomena frequently
occur where objects are densely populated. The association
performance is not improved proportionally to the degree of
the accurate estimation of the radius but the time to stabilize
the association performance is inversely proportional to the
degree of the accurate estimation of the radius. In order to
adjust the initial radius of an identification sensor, we utilize
the object dynamics of entering and leaving the coverage of
an identification sensor.
The basic idea of the coverage adjustment scheme is
to compare the number of estimated positions with the
number of registered identifications within the coverage of
an identification sensor. If the approximated radius of an
identification sensor is accurate enough, the number of the
estimated positions is mostly equivalent to the number of
the registered identifications. Otherwise, it means that the
approximated coverage diﬀers from the actual coverage. The
radius of an identification sensor is adjusted by checking
the diﬀerence between them. In some cases, the system
needs to check the farthest or closet estimated position from
the center of an identification sensor. For example, when
the number of the estimated positions is equivalent to the
number of the registered identifications, the coverage of
an identification should be adjust to the farthest estimated
position. Then, the problem in the coverage adjustment
scheme is to determine how degree the radius is adjusted by
at each sampling time. Since the coverage of an identification
sensor can vary temporally, the large change of the radius
may cause a reverse eﬀect and the association performance
may degenerate. Thus, we use the average speed of tracked
objects measured by the association system as the degree
of the radius adjustment to be unsusceptible to the object
dynamics.
The temporal change of sets of positions and identifi-
cations is utilized to adjust the initial coverage, while the
coverage of an identification sensor is assumed to slowly vary.
Since an association can be established at every sampling
time t, the approximated coverage of the visual sensor is also
adjusted by the change of a radius Δr at time t. The average
speed of tracked objects, measured by the association system,
can be used to determine Δr, since the registration is related
to the object dynamics. Define R(t) as the adjusted radius
between radii Rmin and Rmax for an identification sensor at
time t. The set of estimated positions within R(t) is denoted
by X(t) and the set of registered identifications within R(t) is
denoted by ID(t).
At time t, the set of newly added estimated positions and
registered identifications are represented, respectively, by Ex(t)
and Eid(t) as
Ex(t) = X(t) − X(t−1), Eid(t) = ID(t) − ID(t−1). (15)
When the number of changes for each set is equal by
N (Ex(t)) = N (Eid(t)), the radius is kept by
RE(t) = R(t−1), (16)
where RE(t) denotes the adjusted coverage determined by
added objects and its coverage is between Rmin and Rmax.
On the other hand, when the number of newly registered
identifications is smaller than the number of newly estimated
positions at time t − 1 by N (Ex(t)) > N(Eid(t)) > 0, the current
radius is reduced by
RE(t) = R(t−1) − Δr. (17)
If no identification is registered, N (Ex(t)) > 0 and N (E
id
(t)) = 0
as shown in Figure 6, the current radius of the approximated
coverage can be much larger than the radius of actual cover-
age. In this case, the estimated position with the minimum










On the contrary, when the number of registered identi-
fications is greater than the number of added estimated


















































































(b) The variation of group association rate
Figure 14: The simulation of the association performance according to the variation of the modeled region.
positions, N (Eid(t)) > N(E
x
(t)) > 0, the current radius is enlar-
ged by
RE(t) = R(t−1) + Δr. (19)
In particular, if the number of added identifications is equal
to the number of estimated positions within Rmax, N (Eid(t)) =
N (Ex(t)) > 0 as shown in Figure 7, the current radius of
approximated coverage can be much smaller than the radius









where Δr is added for the extra coverage to prevent false
associations by the irregular property of actual coverage.
A similar radius adjustment can be applied to the case
where objects leave the coverage of an identification sensor. A
set of leaving positions Lx(t) and a set of leaving identifications
Lid(t) at time t are represented, respectively, by
Lx(t) = X(t−1) − X(t), Lid(t) = ID(t−1) − ID(t). (21)
When the number of leaving identifications is equal to the
number of leaving positions, N (Lx(t)) = N (Lid(t)), the current
radius is kept by
RL(t) = R(t−1), (22)
where RL(t) denotes the adjusted coverage determined by
leaving objects with the coverage between Rmin and Rmax. On
the other hand, when the number of leaving identifications
is greater than the number of leaving estimated positions,
N (Lx(t)) < N(L
id
(t)), the radius is reduced as
RL(t) = R(t−1) − Δr. (23)
If the numbers of leaving identifications and estimated
positions are equal, N (Lidt ) = N (X(t−1)) as shown in
Figure 8, the radius is reduced by an estimated position










where Δr is added for the extra coverage to prevent false
associations by the irregular property of actual coverage.
When the number of leaving identifications is smaller than
the number of leaving estimated positions, N (Lx(t)) >
N (Lid(t)), the radius is enlarged by
RL(t) = R(t−1) + Δr. (25)
If the number of leaving identifications is zero N (Lx(t)) > 0
and N (Lid(t)) = 0 as shown in Figure 9, the current radius of
approximated coverage is much smaller than the radius of
actual coverage. In this case, the leaving estimated position
with the maximum distance from a sensor position is used to









where Δr is added for the extra coverage to prevent false
associations by the irregular property of actual coverage.
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Figure 16: Illustration of the eﬀect of region overlapping.
If RE(t) and R
L
(t) conflict with each other, the coverage of
an identification sensor needs to be adjusted passively to









Moreover, the goal of the coverage adjustment is to prevent
a significant discrepancy between the initial approximated
coverage and the actual coverage as conserving current
association information of objects. Hence, the adjusted
radius should not violate the positions of objects having
association information.
Figure 10 illustrates a simulation setup showing identi-
fication sensors and object trajectories. The range of Rkg,t is
between Rmin 1m and Rmax 6m. The initial value of R1g,t is
6m and the initial value of R2g,t is 1m for extreme cases.
The actual radius Rka is 3m for both sensors. The simulation
assumes that identifications of objects are perfectly registered
within the actual radii of the identification sensors.
Figure 11 is the corresponding result of the coverage
adjustment and association status for Figure 11. In iden-
tification sensor IS1, initial coverage is slowly adjusted as
objects enter the coverage. Every time any identifications
are not registered, the coverage is changed by (18). When
the number of entered or left positions may diﬀer from
the number of entered or left registrations, the adjusted
radius is slowly changed by Δr. In identification sensor IS2,



















Figure 17: Illustration of the simulation configuration with
overlapping regions (R1,5 and R2,6).
initial coverage is abruptly changed as reacting to certain
registration by (20). The coverage of IS2 also has the
similar variation by the mismatched number of positions
and identifications. Eventually, the initial radii of the sensors
converge on actual coverage as an association rate increases.
3.5. Association Algorithm. Algorithm 1 summarizes the
conditions for multiple objects association with the coverage
uncertainty. If xm(t) is in a group association, possible
associable identifications are limited to GID(xm(t)). Objects
in incomplete group associations also have identification
candidates. Therefore, the possibility is increased that an esti-
mated position will be uniquely paired with its identification.
After the association system finishes checking the association
conditions for each object in the coverage, it determines
whether remaining objects are a group association or
incomplete group association. Then, the association system
removes associated identifications and estimated positions
in all the sets of group associations and incomplete group
associations. Single associations can also be established in
this process if the number of elements in group associations
is two.
4. Evaluation
4.1. Simulation Setup. Figure 12 shows a simulation config-
uration which can be applied to a bank or an airport. An
object enters and exits through gates where identification
sensors are installed. The colored circular areas are the
coverage of identification sensors. O1 starts at (2,−3), O2
at (5,−4.5), O3 at (9,−2), O4 at (3,−3.5), O5 at (30,−4),
O6 at (30.5,−3), O7 at (20,−4), O8 at (8,−3.5), O9 at
(23,−4), and O10 at (20,−1). The identification sensor R1 is
placed at (5, 0), R2 at (25, 0), R3 at (10, 15), R4 at (20, 15),
R5 at (7.5, 7.5), and R6 at (22.5, 7.5). Every visual sensor
approximates the coverage radius of 3meter. Objects are
localized and tracked by visual sensors. The total number
of sampling time is 130. In the simulation, the registration
of identification is probabilistically determined to reflect the
eﬀect of the coverage uncertainty. The sampling interval of
the identification sensor is 1 sec and the trajectories of the
objects are dotted by also the sampling interval of 1 sec in the
figure. At every time interval of identification sensor, each
object is registered with probability of 0.5.
The association performance for the identification is
compared against the simple association rule. In the simple
association rule, a position and an identification of a single
object are associated when each signal exists in the sensor
coverage [15, 16]. It is assumed that an object is localized and
tracked by multiple cameras without failure. We use a simple
object tracking algorithm since object models are not known
to the association system.
4.2. Eﬀect of Modeled Region Accuracy. When an object is
associated with its identification by the object dynamics,
(9) or (10) should be satisfied. The necessary condition
is that an identification should be registered immediately
after an object enters or right before an object leaves the
region. However, satisfying these conditions depends on how
accurately actual coverage is approximated, as shown in
Figure 13. Also, localization errors by visual sensors cause
ambiguity in the boundary of coverage. In order to analyze
the eﬀect of the modeled region accuracy, we utilize a
parameter, ρ ∼ N(0, σ2ρ ), where ρ is a distance between
a modeled boundary and an actual boundary and σ2ρ is
a corresponding variance. The actual size of coverage is
determined by adding ρ to themodeled size of coverage. Only
when the position of an object is estimated within the actual
size of coverage, an identification is considered registered in
the system.
Figure 14 shows the simulation result of association
performance according to the variance of the actual size of
coverage. The association simulation is repeated 100 times
and the results are averaged in order to reflect the eﬀect of
the mismatched coverage model. The result indicates that
establishment of group association is aﬀected by the discrep-
ancy between the actual and modeled coverage. However,
association performance is not significantly aﬀected by the
coverage variance. Group associations are eventually resolved
to single associations by the object dynamics.
The coverage adjustment scheme also alleviates the
eﬀect of the discrepancy between the actual coverage and
the approximated coverage. Figure 15 shows the simulation
result of the coverage adjustment scheme with the current
simulation configuration. The maximum and minimum
radius of each identification sensor is set to be 1m and 6m,
respectively, while the actual radius of each identification
sensor varies from the initial radius 3m at every 20 sampling
times. The amount of each variation is chosen from the
uniform distribution −1m∼1m. The result demonstrates
that the approximated coverage of each identification sensor






























































(b) The variation of group association rate
Figure 18: The simulation result of the association performance according to the variance of the modeled region for Figure 17.
is adaptively adjusted to the actual coverage of each identifi-
cation sensor. Moreover, as the association rate increases, the
accuracy of the approximated coverage also increases since
the object dynamics are utilized for the coverage adjustment.
4.3. Eﬀect of Region Overlapping. Figure 16 shows a case
in which identification sensor regions overlap each other
due to largely approximated coverage. The overlapped
regions may confuse the system. However, it does not aﬀect
association performance since each region has its own data
sets for estimated positions and identifications. Instead, an
overlapped region can be considered a separate region. Then,
the system has the eﬀect of having one more region. For
example, the overlapped region of R1 and R2 is denoted as
R{1,2}. Naturally, the sets of unassociated estimated positions
and identifications in this region are represented by Sx,{1,2}t
and SID,{1,2}t , respectively. The sets for overlapped regions are
generated based on initially obtained data,
Sx,{1,2}t = Sx,1 ∩ Sx,2t ,
SID,{1,2}t = SID,1 ∩ SID,2t .
(28)
This can increase a case tomake a single or group association.
However, this cannot significantly improve association per-
formance because it is hard to define an optimal overlapping.
Especially, when actual regions are not overlapped, the sets
for overlapped regions become useless.
Figure 17 shows a simulation configuration with the
overlapped identification sensor regions (R1,5 and R2,6),
and Figure 18 shows the corresponding simulation results
for Figure 17. The association simulation is repeated 100
times and the results are averaged in order to reflect the
eﬀect of the coverage uncertainty. Since the system can have
more regions, single associations can be established faster.
However, this does not indicate that a total association rate is
increased. Overlapped regions split two sets of data into three
sets of data. This can decrease the establishment of group
associations depending on object movement patterns and
registration performance of identification sensors. There-
fore, this scheme has both sides in terms of the association
performance.
4.4. Association Performance. Figure 19 shows how the object
association status changes with the coverage uncertainty.
Figure 19(a) shows the registered identification of the objects
as a function of the time for each identification sensor.
Each color corresponds to each coverage of an identification
sensor and the white color indicates that an object does not
belong to the coverage of any identification sensor. Although
identifications of objects are probabilistically registered due
to the coverage uncertainty, positions of objects are even-
tually associated with their own identifications as shown in
Figure 19(b). Figure 19(c) shows which IDs are registered for
each object as a function of the time. Each color corresponds
to each ID of an object and objects are eventually associated
with their IDs, respectively.
Figure 20 shows the comparison of the association per-
formances between the existing association method [15, 16]
and the proposed associationmethod in terms of the tracking
performance. The tracking performance is defined as the case
when objects tracking fails due to the collision. One case fails
in tracking when objects are adjacent within 0.3m and the
other case uses 0.6m. When an object fails in tracking due to
the collision, it loses all associated identifications regardless
of status such as a single association, group association, and
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(b) Object association status
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(c) Associated IDs for each object
Figure 19: Object association status with the inconsistent registration of identifications when the proposed association method is used.
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(d) 6 identification regions and tracking failure within 0.6m
Figure 20: The simulation of association performance comparison in terms of the number of identification regions and the tracking
performance.
incomplete group association. The association simulation is
repeated 100 times and the results are averaged in order to
reflect the eﬀect of the coverage uncertainty. The simulation
results show that the associations are well established when
the system does not have the problem of the coverage
uncertainty. The proposed association method establishes
single associations faster than the existing method regardless
of the eﬀect of the coverage uncertainty. Especially, a group
and incomplete group associations increase the average
association rate. The result also demonstrates that the
tracking performance has less influence on the proposed
association method in terms of the average association
performance. Although objects tracking fails more often,
their identifications are maintained by a group or incomplete
group association. The result also demonstrates that the
proposed method is less vulnerable with a smaller number of
identification regions in terms of association performance.
4.5. Robustness against False Detection and False Tracking.
The proposed method has robustness against two nonideal
phenomena possibly caused by visual sensors. One case
involves falsely detected objects according to the classifica-
tion capability of detection algorithms. When objects are
falsely detected inside the region, this leads to a group or
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repeat
Estimate xm(t) of all detected objects by visual sensors at t;
Register IDm(t) by identification sensors at t;
Generate Sx(t) and S
ID
(t) at t;
for m = 1 to N (Sx(t)) do





if Gx(xm(t)) /=φ then
if the entering condition in the group association is satisfied then
xm(t) and ID
l
(t) satisfying above conditions are associated
Remove them in group associations
end
else
if the condition in (12) then
xm(t) and ID
l
(t) satisfying above conditions are associated





for m = 1 to N (Sx(t−1)) do
ifthe leaving condition in the group association is satisfied then
xm(t) and ID
l
(t) satisfying above conditions are associated
Remove them in group associations
end
end
if The remaining objects satisfy the condition in (3) then
Register them as a single association
else if The remaining objects satisfy the condition in (5) then
Register them as a group association;
else
Update candidate identifications of objects in group associations
end
until Association system stops;
Algorithm 1: The proposed association algorithm.
incomplete group association. However, this is eventually
resolved when the true position of an object is associated
with its identification. The other issue is false tracking,
which usually occurs when objects collide with each other.
Identifications can be switched depending on the tracking
capability. In this case, the proposed method utilizes a group
association. Then, their identifications are also eventually
found by the object dynamics. However, the system cannot
clearly determine whether an object has identification infor-
mation or not because of the coverage uncertainty.
5. Conclusions
The data association and management scheme is proposed
to complement two diﬀerent types of signals in hetero-
geneous sensor environment. Visual sensors estimate and
track positions of objects, and identification sensors register
identifications of objects. The uncertain sensing coverage
of an identification sensor is approximately modeled for
a simple association strategy. The location information of
identification sensors and objects is utilized to resolve the
association problems with the object dynamics. We also
present a coverage adjustment method using the object
dynamics around the coverage of the identification sensor.
The simulation-based analysis shows that the association
performance is improved as the time elapses even with
realistic problems such as error of estimated positions, a
discrepancy between approximated and actual identification
sensor overage, variance of actual identification sensor
coverage, and imperfect tracking. To improve the association
performance, the identification sensors should be installed at
the places where objects dynamically move around for a fast
association establishment or recovery, as the associations are
established by the object dynamics of crossing the coverage
of identification sensors.
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